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How to
make spring 
projects more 
eco-friendly

The arrival of warmer weather means 
different things to different people. Some 
anticipate opportunities for outdoor fun, 
while others may be considering 
redecorating or remodeling their homes. 
For the latter group, home improvement 
season provides a great opportunity to 
make homes more eco-friendly.

When planning home improvement 
projects, it’s best to first choose a project 
and then look for ways to make the project 
more environmentally friendly. Such an 
approach may not only benefit the 
environment, but it also may benefit 
homeowners’ bottom lines.

Longer days and warmer temperatures 
often translate into wanting to freshen up 
the interior of a home. Heavy draperies and 
comforters are put away, and lighter fabrics 
are taken out of storage. Whenever possible, 
reuse or repurpose items you already have 
rather than purchasing new items. Longer 
drapes can be cut and hemmed to be used as 
window treatments in other rooms. Making 
a patchwork blanket out of old T-shirts is a 
crafty project that makes use of items that 
would otherwise be destined for landfills. 

When laundering linens, skip the energy-
using dryer and let items line dry in the sun 
and fresh air. 

If you decide to purchase some new items, 
look for products made from sustainable or 
organic fabrics. Hemp and bamboo textiles 
have grown in popularity. Hemp and bam-
boo plants grow quickly, and their durabil-
ity makes these materials smart choices.

When replacing items around the house, do-
nate older items to a charitable organization.

Spring and summer call to mind beauti-
ful blooming plants. Relying on native, sus-
tainable plants is practical, environmental-
ly friendly and cost-effective. 

According to the National Wildlife Fed-
eration, sustainable plants are native 
plants. Native plants sustain local wildlife 
more effectively than non-native alterna-
tives, so include native plants in your sus-
tainable garden. Native plants also are less 
reliant on pesticides and herbicides to keep 
them healthy and viable.

Don’t forget to bring plants indoors as 
well. Even though you may be opening the 
windows more, indoor plants can filter and 
purify indoor air. The NASA Clean Air 
Study, led in association with the Associat-
ed Landscape Contractors of America, 
found that certain common indoor plants 
naturally remove toxic agents such as ben-
zene, formaldehyde and trichloroethylene 
from the air. Efficient air cleaning is accom-
plished with at least one plant per 100 
square feet of home or office space.

Spring cleaning is another tradition for 
many families come the end of winter and 
dawn of spring. Many people use spring as a 
time to go through closets and garages to 
remove items they no longer use or need. In 
an effort to clean up fast, some people may 
dispose of chemical products, paints, treat-
ed lumber, and many other items in ways 
that can be damaging to the environment. 
Always learn local municipal guidelines for 
proper disposal of potentially harmful prod-
ucts. Area recycling centers may have drop-
off areas for stains and paints, used motor 
oil and other potentially harmful products.

Before discarding something, see if it can 
be donated or sold. This will result in fewer 
items ending up in landfills. 

Exercise caution outdoors as well. Runoff 
from cleaning products used on home sid-
ing or driveways can leach into the sur-
rounding soil or find its way into sewage 
drains that ultimately direct fluids to public 
waterways. Choose environmentally re-
sponsible products whenever possible.

Springtime renovation and cleaning proj-
ects provide the perfect opportunity to 
adopt eco-friendly practices that pay divi-
dends for years to come. 

Interior decorating Flowers and plants Proper disposal

COURTESY METRO NEWS SERVICE
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Spring cleaning projects you 
don’t want to forget

Spring cleaning is an annual tradition 
in many households. After a winter spent 
cooped up indoors, spring cleaning can 
rejuvenate a household and provide a 
great chance to rid a home of a season’s 
worth of clutter.

Donating old clothes and cleaning out the 
garage are popular spring cleaning projects, 
but there are a host of additional tasks 
homeowners can tackle to freshen up their 
homes this spring. 

        Floors Simply vacuuming or 
sweeping the floors might not be enough to 
banish some of winter’s most uninvited 
guests. Dust has a way of settling into a 
home over the course of a typical winter, 
and it’s easy for a home’s inhabitants to 
track dirt and debris inside as well. After 
vacuuming or sweeping floors, go over them 

When cleaning their homes in the spring, 

homeowners should not forget to inspect 

their curtains, which can accumulate dust 

and dirt over the course of winter.

with a mop. Doing so can remove any 
lingering dust, dirt, debris, and allergens 
the vacuum or broom failed to pick up. 
Apply wood cleaner and polish to wood 
floors to make them look even cleaner.
   Baseboards Though baseboards might 
not seem all that dirty, upon closer 
inspection homeowners might notice 
substantial accumulations of dirt and dust. 
Such dirt and dust many not be removed so 
easily, so homeowners might need to use 
hot water and a sponge to remove any 
debris that is clinging.
     Curtains Curtains also may have 
absorbed substantial amounts of dust, dirt 
and debris over the winter. This might be 
more visible near the end of winter when 
more sunlight begins to shine through. 
Clean the curtains in adherence to the 
manufacturer’s instructions before you 
open windows for the season so any wind 
that blows in does not spread debris onto 
nearby furniture. Once the curtains have 
been washed, opening windows may help 
them dry more quickly.
    Bathrooms Bathrooms also tend to 
bear the brunt of winter weather, as mold 

and grime can accumulate throughout a 
season in which it’s too cold to open 
bathroom windows to let fresh air in 
after bathing. Inspect ceilings, tubs, 
shower stalls, and floors for any signs of 
mold growth or grime. Mold growth in a 
home can lead to respiratory problems 
and exacerbate existing conditions such 
as asthma, so it’s best to inspect 
bathrooms for any signs of mold growth 
throughout winter. If you have let that 
slip, prioritize such inspections come 
spring cleaning time.
     Furniture It’s easy to overlook 
furniture when tackling spring cleaning, 
but dust and dirt can quickly accumulate on 
couches and chairs over the course of 
winter. When possible, vacuum furniture to 
remove any debris that might have 
accumulated while windows and doors 
were kept shut, and shampoo any cushions 
or seat covers that don’t pass the smell test.

Spring cleaning encompasses a host of 
tasks, and homeowners who want a truly 
clean house should not overlook smaller 
tasks that can produce big results.  

COURTESY METRO NEWS SERVICE
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Power generators may be a good investment
Generators are not something people 

think about on a daily basis. However, in 
the wake of the powerful storms that have 
battered the country in recent years, more 
and more people have realized just how 
valuable generators can be. 

PORTABLE GENERATORS  as well as 
stationary standby generators have 
become must-have items for many 
homeowners. Many portable generators 
provide temporary power by using a fossil-
based fuel, typically unleaded gasoline, and 
tend to range in power from 500 watts to 17.5 
kW. The more expensive and larger the unit, 
the more amperage it will be able to supply. In 
a portable generator, the motor is typically 
housed on a metal frame with wheels to move 
the generator where it is needed. Once fired 
up, the generator converts the power produced 
by the motor into electrical current that can 
supply many of the devices in a home by way 
of extension cords plugged into the generator. 

A portable generator will only run as long as it 
has fuel. Homeowners need to frequently fill 
up the fuel tank if they plan to run the generator 
around the clock. Gassing up generators can be 
difficult should a power outage also knock out 
power to the fuel pumps at gas stations. 
Propane and natural gas generators are also 
available, although they may be more 
expensive than gasoline-powered units.

STANDBY GENERATORS can be 
expensive, but many people find the cost 
of a standby generator is well worth it to 
maintain power in the event of an outage 
or emergency.

Hospitals and retail businesses often 
have standby generators installed on their 
buildings to automatically switch over to 
this power source should the electrical grid 
go down. Homeowners are looking to these 
devices to offer standby power as well.

While a portable generator may cost a few 
hundred dollars, standby generators can cost 
from a few thousand dollars to as much as 
$15,000 for larger units that can power much 

COURTESY METRO NEWS SERVICE of a household. Standby generators also 
require installation by a professional 
electrician, adding to their overall cost.

A standby generator is like a heavy-
duty car engine, complete with a radiator, 
gas tank and an alternator that generates 
power. The entire setup is contained in a 
weather-proof box, which is connected to 
the main fuse box of the home by a cable. 
When power is lost from the electric wires 

outside of a home, the generator senses it 
and starts up, all the while blocking any 
power from the electric lines from the 
power station to prevent a feedback of power.

The standby generator is only hooked up 
to specific fuses in the fuse box to run 
certain outlets or appliances in the home. A 
standby generator will not supply power to 
all of the outlets in a home. 
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 After a banner year in 2015, Broughman Builders is starting off 2016 in high gear! As a 
full-service builder serving midcoast and Downeast Maine, we are a full general contrac-
tor and can complete your home from start to finish. With our in-house realtor, we can 
customize a land-home package in whatever location you desire. End-loans, or “turnkey 
loans” are very popular with our clients, and we are pleased to say that our financing 
partners have many options to make it even easier for our clients to get pre-approved and 
on the way to home-ownership! 

Please stop and see us at the Bangor Home Show April 1-3. We are excited to bring a 
show home — The Patriot by Marlette Homes — to the Cross Insurance Center, and we are 
looking forward to showing new homebuyers the great features of this beautiful home. 

The Patriot is a 1,500 square-foot ranch and includes lots of fantastic standard features, 
priced at $79,995 delivered to your site. We look forward to showing you around! 

If you are not able to join us at the Home Show, or if you would like to learn more about 
what Broughman Builders has to offer, we invite you to our annual Open House from 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. April 16 at our Super Sales Center on Route 1 in Ellsworth. With eight lot 
models beautifully decorated, you are sure to find inspiration for your new home! These 
models include HUD products, including single- and double-wide homes, as well as modu-
lar homes. This fun event is a way to say thank you to our past and present clients, and 
this year we will provide lunch for all to enjoy. 

New this year is the Apex Shenandoah, a 26-foot by 36-foot two-bedroom modular home 
that starts at $64,995. This newest model will be ready for the Open House, so please stop by.

Broughman Builders  brings 
new model to Home Show
COURTESY OF BROUGHMAN BUILDERS

BDN FIle Photo.

Mike & Daisy Wright, owners of Brougman Buildings in Ellworth
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Bangor man invents retractable gutters
BY AIMEE THIBODEAU, SPECIAL SECTION MANAGING EDITOR

What do you with your gutters? Do you let the 

leaves fall and watch them fill with debris, only to 

know that ice dams and possible roof damage 

won’t be far behind? Do you teeter atop a ladder at 

the end of each summer to remove them, as you 

grumble at the thought of having to return them 

to their perches in the spring?

Bob Hutchins, a retired Bangor police officer, worked 
as a roofer part-time throughout his police career 

“People were saying over and over again, ‘What am 
I going to do about my gutters?’” Hutchins said. 

His response was always that, at least in Maine, you 
should just take them down.

“But then I got to thinking about it ... there’s got 
to be a way, and I started to messing around with 
the idea,” he said.

In December 2010, he came up with plan for a 
retractable gutter — one that simply slides under the 
eaves once the leaves start to fall. It eliminates the 
need to remove gutters each fall, and prevents them 
from filling with unwanted debris and ice and snow.

He found a slide that would work, mounted it to 
aluminum seamless gutters, and RGs Retractable 

Gutters LLC was born. A 16-foot prototype still sits in 
his basement.

“When the first leaves fall you push em back under 
and let the leaves do their thing,” he said. “The same 
thing when the snow starts to fly, and then when 
things start to melt, slide them back out and at the end 
of the day, push them back in.”

It took five years, but Hutchins patented his creation 
and now has several on buildings in the Bangor area, 
including at Tuffy Bear Furniture in Glenburn. Four sets 
are up, including one prominently over the main entrance.

“They work very well if they’re maintained by the 
homeowner,” Hutchins said.

If not maintained properly, as with any gutter, 
the weight of fallen leaves and ice and snow can 
cause them to detach, but Hutchins has implemented 
a safety measure. He’s attached the actual gutter to 
a small wire cable which will prevent them from 
crashing down if they do become detached from the 
building. He also doesn’t put them up in more than 
20 foot sections. 

“They’re especially handy over decks, doors and 
patios,” Hutchins said, demonstrating that it only 
takes a simple push with your hand (or a broom if 
you’re not tall enough to reach the eaves) to slide the 
gutters under the eaves.

Hutchins currently has 20 price packages, but the 
gutters are approximately $11 per foot, plus 
installation which is billed by the hour.

For more information, 
email Hutchins at 

hutchingsrgs@aol.com
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Bangor
The  46th Annual

APRIL 1-2-3

AAA Northern New England 156

ADT Security 410

Aerus Electrolux 407, 408

AFI Properties 111

Air & Water Quality 109

Allenfarm Fence Co., Inc 116, 117

American Concrete Industries 316

American Sleep Therapy 338, 341

Anchor Design Co 124

Anderson Windows 140, 149, 306, 309

Another Look 133, 421, 422

Aquaduct Seamless Gutter Systems 
& Home Improvement 337

Atlantic Designs, Inc. 310

B.W. Hewes & Associates, LLC 202

Back In Balance Wellness Center 215

Bangor Daily News 401

Bangor Gas 223

Bangor Lawn & Landscape 188

Bangor Region Public Health & Wellness 152

Bangor Savings Bank 163

Bath Fitter 159, 313

Black Bear Media Blasting 211

Blueberry Communications Live Remotes

Bonsey Brothers, Inc. 107, 108

Boulderz Poolz & Spaz, Inc. 190

Broughman Builders, Inc. 328, Outside Exhibit

Central Maine Moving & Storage 136

Central Maine Stone Works 307A

Circle D Sprayfoam, Inc. 126, 127

Coastline Homes 124, 125 Outside Exhibit

College Pro Painters 219

Collegiate Entrepreneurs 129

Comfort Furnace Infared Heat 104

Commotions 118

CP Construction, LLC 403, 404

Cross Insurance 304

Daily Bread 417

Dave’s World 170, 171

Dead River Company 305

Disabled American Veterans 413

Dogwatch Hidden Fence of Greater Bangor 307B

Dorr’s Equipment Co. 335

Downeast Seamless Gutters Outdoor Exhibit

Dunnetts 323

Eastern Maine Medical Center 400

EBS Building Supplies 222

Ellsworth Build Supply 154, 155, 311, 312 

Emera Maine 318

Flagpole Farm, Inc. 187

Flagstones 216

Floor Ever Maine 122

Forever Boards 420

G. E. Strout Heating 106

Gagne & Sons 340B

GC Renovations, Inc 205

Gene’s Electronics 229

Godin’s General Contractor, Inc. 203

GoliathTech 134

Graduate Painting 402

Granville Stone & Hearth Outdoor Exhibit

Green Home Solutions of Mid Coast ME 228

Green Thumb Lawn Service 138

Greenscape, Inc. 443, 444

Greenway Equipment Sales 319, 320

Grey Goose Gourmet 412

Hammond Lumber Co. 314, 317

Harbor Shore Landscaping, Inc. 113

Hayden Homes 337

Hazelton Woodworks 336A

Hi Dow Professional 168, 169

Hickory Dickory Decks 331, 332

Hill View Mini Barns Outdoor Exhibit

HLD Enterprises 162

Holgerson, Inc 158

Home Depot 185, 324

Home Energy Answers 208

Houseworks LLC 130

Just Grass, Inc. 110

Keith Trembley Home Solutions 197

Lakonia Greek Products 213

Legacy Home Improvements, Inc. 148

LePage & Eaton Countertops 183, 184

Little Giant Ladders 119

Lowe’s 204

Lyman’s Farm Store 339

Maine Accessibility 201

Maine Alternative Comfort, LLC 327

Maine Concrete Repair 172

Maine Construction Group 409

Maine Energy Systems 195

Maine Home Recreation 302

Maine Stone Design Center by Qualey 160, 161

Marshalls Magnetic Jewelry 406

McVety’s Hearth & Home 135

MJ Remodeling 178

MMJ Promotions 442

Moosehead Cedar Log Homes 176

Myerowitz Chiropractic & Acupuncture Clinic 191

Nelson Candies & Fudge Main Floor Entrance

Norlan’s Water Treatment, LLC 192

North East Thermal Homes, Everclean 
Water Treatment Systems 196

Northeast Distributors 123

Northeastern Log Homes 112

Olde Tyme Kettle Corn 416

Osbornes Plumbing & Heating, Inc. 173, 174

Overhead Door Co. of Bangor 137, 303

P.D.Q Door 115, 301

Papoose Pond Campground 405

Pella Windows & Doors 322, 325

Pine Tree Waste 141

Pine Tree Foam & Insulation 324

Portland Glass 334

Premier Pools & Spas, 421, 422

Pro-Fab Homes 150, 151

Quality Home Products 128, 329

Renewal by Anderson of Greater Maine 330, 333

Residential Roofers 198

ReVision Energy 177

Reynolds Custom Woodworks 183, 184

RH Foster Energy, LLC 326

Riverbend Log Homes 207

Sandollar Spa & Pool, 100, 300

Scentsy, Rhonda LaVoie Consultant 212

Sherwin-Williams 143

Showcase Homes 105

Shriners 411

Simple Play Integration 407

Sleep Number 181,182

Softub, Inc. 321

Solar Systems 189

Stanley Steamer 204

Sundog Solar Store 147

Superior Fence Inc 131, 132

TC Ha� ord Basement Systems 308

The Camp & Cottage Store 226, 227

The Granite Shop 329

The Jerky Hut Perimeter Location/Main Floor

The Wine Slushie Guy 414

To The Queen’s Taste 120

Touch of Purple 206

Town Square Media Live Remote

U.S. Cellular 144

Up & Up Post & Beam Homes, Inc. 139

Viking Lumber 140, 149, 306, 309

WJD Enterprises 103

VENDORS

APRIL 1-2-3

BBangorangor

VENDORS

HOME
SHOW CROSS INSURANCE CENTER, BANGOR

FRIDAY 1-8 P.M, SATURDAY 10 A.M. -  8 P.M. , SUNDAY 10 A.M. - 5 P.M.
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The relationship between 
paint and mood

Painting is one of the easiest and least 
expensive ways to transform the look of a 
space. The colors homeowners choose for 
their walls can give rooms their own unique 
feel and even affect the moods of the people 
within them.

Finding the right shade for a bedroom 
or kitchen involves more than just 
selecting the first color that catches your 
eye. Design experts and psychologists 
alike say it may be worthwhile to choose a 
color that helps you feel good rather than 
just following design trends. The paint 
color you pick may add energy to a space 
or create a tranquil retreat where you can 
unwind at the end of the day.

Blue
To create a spa-like environment and a 

more serene space, look to shades of blue in 

soft variations. Cool blues are soothing 
colors that can help lower stress levels and 
promote sleep. That’s why blue is a frequent 
fixture in bedrooms and bathrooms. Just be 
advised that too much blue can make a 
room appear cold and stark, so balance out 
blue with some warmer accents.

Orange
Many people do not immediately consider 

bright orange for their homes, but when 
used as an accent shade, orange can really 
brighten up a home. Orange is considered a 
shade that expands creativity and imparts a 
youthful appeal to a space. Consider an 
orange accent wall or a burst of color with 
orange throw pillows. If pumpkin orange is 
a little too bold for you, tone it down by 
choosing a more pastel, peachy hue, which 
is equally warm and energizing.

Red
Red stimulates energy and appetite, 

which is why the shade is so popular in 
restaurants and home dining spaces. Red is 
a good choice for social gathering rooms but 
may not be the wisest choice for a bedroom, 
as the color may prove overstimulating.

Green
Green can evoke composure and 

tranquility and works in any room of the 
house. Since green is the primary color of 
nature, it also works well for those people 
who want to bring some of the outdoors 
inside and work with the fresh starts and 
new growth that green can inspire. To make 
green feel less subdued and sleepy, work 
with its complementary opposite, red, by 
using a few bold red accents here and there 
to balance out the tranquility of green.

Purple
People have long related purple to 

royalty, and this dramatic color can add a 
formal, regal aspect to a home depending on 
the hue. Purple also may help stimulate the 
creative side of the brain. In paler shades of 

lavender, purple can seem almost ethereal 
and spiritual. Some designers suggest 
avoiding purple in a bedroom because that 
is a place you want your brain to rest rather 
than be stimulated.

Yellow
Few colors are more vibrant than yellow, 

which can help stimulate conversation and 
make thoughts more focused. A luminous 
shade of yellow is an ideal way to make any 
space more welcoming and bright. Just use 
it sparingly, as too much yellow may not be 
a good thing. Yellow accents mixed with 
touches of purple can offer the balance 
needed to prevent yellow rooms from 
overwhelming residents and guests.

Home decorators should keep in mind 
that colors can be blended to create the 
desired environment. A color scheme 
based on complementary colors, or those 
opposite on the color wheel, may fit. 
Otherwise, analogous  color schemes, or 
those colors that are next to one another on 
the color wheel, can create a variation that 
suits your design needs.

COURTESY METRO NEWS SERVICE
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Easy Ways to Manage Your Whole Home in Zones COURTESY
 FAMILY FEATURES

You’ve been taught from childhood to turn off the lights when you leave a room to save 
energy and money. Now, technology is allowing homeowners to apply those years 
of training to managing energy consumption — and comfort — on a room-by-
room basis throughout the house. 

This new approach to managing your home allows you to customize 
nearly every aspect of a room’s environment independently from other 
parts of the house, in some cases, even when you’re miles away. You can 
adjust lighting, music and even the temperature using the right 
technology-enabled devices.

Options to create ambiance
Nothing sets a mood quite like music. Your home audio system may be 

perfect when you’re home alone, but when guests fill every room, a more custom 
approach is in order. For example, the volume may be louder to overcome the commotion 
of the kitchen, while a lower decibel provides a gentle backdrop to conversation in the 
living room. Where the kids are congregated, you can play a different soundtrack entirely.

Likewise, there are dozens of reasons to change the lighting from room to room. 
Kids shuffle from room to room and guests gravitate to different parts of the house, 
or you may simply want to give the appearance that someone is home when you’re 
on the road. These are all good reasons to explore a system that lets you adjust your 
home’s lighting from a single location.

Zoned climate control
The approach to heating and cooling homes has evolved dramatically through the years 

as well. Now, the latest technology makes it possible to combine the advantages of cooling 
and heating systems with the benefits of more localized climate settings. Individualized 

zone control allows homeowners to save money while offering the flexibility to choose 
which rooms they want to cool and heat.

“Cooling or heating unused areas of your home means using less energy,” 
said Mike Smith, senior marketing manager, residential, Mitsubishi 

Electric US Inc. Cooling & Heating Division. “By creating zones, 
homeowners can feel confident that they are not only saving money, but 
living smarter and more comfortably.”

Options, such as Mitsubishi Electric’s zoned Diamond Comfort 
System, create efficient, whole-home cooling and heating solutions, 
offering year-round comfort control room-by-room. The 
whisper-quiet units also feature an anti-allergen filtration system 
to reduce allergens, dust, pollen, viruses and bacteria in the home. 
Learn more at MitsubishiComfort.com.

Remote management
One of the greatest advantages of the new zoned approach to home management is the 

ability to adjust each room remotely. Smartphones have taken that function to a whole new 
level, with apps that let homeowners control virtually any aspect of the home from a remote 
location, whether down the hall or across the country. 

For example, the kumo cloud smart controls app integrates seamlessly with Mit-
subishi Electric systems allowing the homeowner to control the temperature of each 
room in the house from anywhere. The tool takes pre-programmed thermostats to a 
whole new level with greater flexibility, such as the ability to boost the heat when 
you’re home earlier than planned. Learn more about the app, which is also compat-
ible with other devices, at MitsubishiComfort.com.

energy and money. Now, technology is allowing homeowners to apply those years 
of training to managing energy consumption — and comfort — on a room-by-

Nothing sets a mood quite like music. Your home audio system may be 
perfect when you’re home alone, but when guests fill every room, a more custom 

which rooms they want to cool and heat.
“Cooling or heating unused areas of your home means using less energy,” 
said Mike Smith, senior marketing manager, residential, Mitsubishi 

Electric US Inc. Cooling & Heating Division. “By creating zones, 
homeowners can feel confident that they are not only saving money, but 
living smarter and more comfortably.”

Options, such as Mitsubishi Electric’s zoned Diamond Comfort 
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Lightly colored cabinets and countertops will make a small kitchen space feel 

larger, according to Nicole Curtis, star of HGTV’s “Rehab Addict.”

Keeping the Character
Renovation with original charm in mind
COURTESY FAMILY FEATURES

Not every home renovation is a complete do-over. In fact, some 

projects are more about preserving the character and charm of the 

original structure than making everything shiny and new. 

A self-taught home rehabber, licensed real estate agent and designer, Nicole Curtis, star 
of HGTV’s “Rehab Addict,” has made an art of introducing the comforts and conveniences 
of modern living while restoring homes to their former glory.

Whether you’re giving new life to a historic treasure or simply sprucing up a more 
modern home, there are many ways to retain features that keep the integrity of the original 
design intact while keeping your renovation budget under control.

Flooring
Updating tired, worn flooring is an important way to make a room feel fresh and inviting. 

Remember that much like fashion trends come and go, so do popular styles for home decor. 
The dingy carpet you can’t wait to tear out may actually be covering a hidden gem - original 
hardwood floors. 

Many homeowners rush to rip out old flooring at the first sign of damage, Curtis said. Her 
advice: approach your renovation with a “what can I save” rather than a “what can I lose” 
mentality. Damaged sections of wood flooring can be patched using reclaimed wood from 

other parts of the house or even the attic. A good sanding and a fresh coat of stain can leave you 
with a beautifully imperfect surface filled with character that simply can’t be bought.

Heating and Cooling Systems
Adding a temperature control system to a home or considering how to integrate an addition 

into an existing system can be a daunting proposition. In those cases, not only is a ductless 
system one of the easiest options for improved home comfort, it also preserves the existing 
structure and architectural integrity of a home.
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“No ductwork makes my life so much easier,” Curtis said. “There’s less 

time and money spent on � nding ductwork space and installing the 

systems, so we no longer have to sacri� ce design.”

Heating, is a simple solution for eliminating window units and baseboard heaters that 
detract from the beauty and architectural essence of your home. There’s no need to tear 
through or lower ceilings to make space for ducts and no messy demolition is required.

The complete line of energy-efficient ductless systems from Mitsubishi Electric 
provides individual temperature control for specific temperatures in each room, 
installation flexibility and quiet operation - all features that are not available with 
traditional central systems or window units. Learn more at mitsubishicomfort.com.

Kitchen and Bath
Two rooms that see the greatest attention in home makeovers are the kitchen and 

bath, and they’re also commonly the most expensive. In some cases, updates are truly 
necessary to keep pace with matters like modern plumbing. But before you make plans 
to gut a room, consider how you might repurpose the existing contents to fit your needs. 

In the kitchen, you may be surprised by how sanding and staining or painting the 
existing cabinetry transforms the space. Remember that lightly colored cabinets and 
countertops will make a small kitchen space feel larger, and you can bring pops of 
color into the room with the backsplash and decor. 

Especially if you’re rehabbing an older home, you may find a bath without a 
shower. In most cases, it’s actually fairly simple to convert a claw-foot tub with some 
plumbing improvements and the addition of a shower curtain. Tired tile and grout 
may simply need a thorough cleaning or you may be able to add paint for a fresh look.

Approaching your renovation with a mindset of preserving the original elements 
as much as you can lets you save money while creating a home with a unique blend 
of the past and your own modern touches.

Living with Technology
The construction is finished, the walls are painted and curtains are hung. But wait ... 

What’s that interrupting your perfect aesthetic? Today’s high tech homes come with 
plenty of convenience, but all those gadgets and gizmos can botch your sleek design.

The thought of devices such as ductless air-conditioning units on the walls might 
be intimidating, but remember that microwaves, flat screens and thermostats were 
all once unfamiliar elements of the home landscape and today most homeowners 
barely notice them.

Fortunately, many of these tech devices have been created with aesthetics in mind. 
For example, Mitsubishi Electric’s systems are available in a wide range of options to 
blend into the look and feel of your old home — ducted, ceiling-recessed and even 
cabinet-concealed floor-standing units.

Technology also lends a new range of sounds to the household. Look for devices that 
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keep operations whisper-quiet for minimal 
distractions.

Choosing a Ductless System
Sustainability: A system that is 

ENERGY STAR(r) certified may qualify 
for local, state and federal tax credits or 
utility rebates. Shop for systems that 
operate with environmentally friendly 
refrigerant and recyclable components. 

Energy efficiency: Save on energy 
bills with models that readily adjust to 
temperature fluctuations. Mitsubishi 
Electric systems use a finely tuned 
INVERTER-driven compressor for up to 
40 percent more energy efficiency than 
conventional central air systems and 
window units. 

Air quality: Eliminating ductwork 
alone helps improve air quality. Add a 
ductless system that gives extra 
attention to air quality with a specialized 
filtration system and you can 
significantly reduce allergens, viruses 
and bacteria in the air. 
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Spring Home Improvement Begins
at S.W. Collins Company

The warmer weather is upon us, and it’s time to gear up for those building and 

improvement projects you’ve been thinking about all winter. When it comes to 

experience assisting Mainers with projects around the house, camp, or cottage, 

S.W. Collins Company has the right advice and products for the job. 

The company began as a lumber mill in Aroostook County in 1844, and has grown to 
include five retail locations across the State specializing in millwork, building materials, 
hardware, paints, and stains. 

For five generations, this family-owned business has focused on partnering with the 
best manufacturers and vendors in the industry who share the same commitment to 
service after the sale and integrity. Mathews Brothers of Belfast, Maine is a good example 

of a S.W. Collins Company vendor partner who shares a long history of serving the State 

with integrity. For mlre than 160 years, Mathews Brothers has been producing windows 

and doors that meet the demands of our climate and exceed our expectations for options 

and style. 

Whether you’re considering Mathews Brothers windows, building an outdoor living 

space with Fiberon composite decking and railing, or revitalizing your wood siding and 

decking with stains by Duckback, S.W. Collins Company has the advice and product 

selection you expect.

There’s no better place to view the depth and breadth of available products than at the 

company’s newest location in the heart of the Lincoln Lakes Region, just off I-95 at 302 

West Broadway in Lincoln. Here, you’ll find 43,000 square feet of building materials, 

product displays, and legendary customer service. Go where the builders go for the best 

advice, superior service and quality products — the S.W. Collins Company. 

Photo courtesy S.W. Collins Company. 

Stop by the S.W. Collins Company for a great selection of outdoor living solutions ranging from patio stone to composite 

decking. We have what you need to create that beautiful outdoor space you’ve always dreamed of.






